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Statement: Establish an efficient process for schedule integration and updates for construction projects multiple construction managers.

Discussion: The National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) Uranium Processing Facility (UPF) Project Office (UPO) employed the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers as their Design Agent and Construction Manager for the UPF Construction Support Building (CSB). The CSB was a primary deliverable for the UPF Site Infrastructure and Services (SIS) subproject on the Y-12 National Security Complex in Oak Ridge, TN. The Y-12 Management and Operating (MO) Contractor served as the Design Authority, and as Design Agent and Construction Manager for other UPF SIS work. The MO contractor was assigned the responsibility to maintain the integrated master SIS subproject schedule for both the CSB and their own scope of work. The SIS Federal Project Director (FPD) required weekly schedule updates via the following process: USACE updates were due to UPO each Wednesday. After checking and editing, UPO provided the USACE schedule to the MO Contractor on Thursdays. The MO contractor then incorporated the USACE schedule into the master schedule, and provided the consolidated update to UPO on Mondays. The USACE scope was firm fixed price (FFP), so USACE was not required to have a certified Earned Value Management System (EVMS). This often resulted in misunderstandings, as USACE scheduling practices were sometimes contrary to the MO contractor’s EVMS system deion. Additional confusion and inefficiencies resulted from the FPD’s weekly schedule update requirement, as the MO contractor typically performed monthly updates.

Analysis: 536 of the 752 SIS Schedule activities were USACE CSB activities (71%). Of those, less than 10 were interface points with CNS. It took the MO contractor approximately 2 hours each week to incorporate USACE updates, followed by a UPO review and an additional hour of adjustments. This is equivalent to ~150 job hours per year, which might not be the best return on investment.

Recommended Actions: On future UPF work with multiple construction managers, establish an efficient and timely process for schedule integration and updates that meets the subproject and Integrated Master Schedule reporting requirements.
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